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ABSTRACT This paper analyzes the operation principle of a short-pitched flux-bidirectional-modulation
machine, with especial efforts in terms of its torque component quantification and back EMF harmonics
reduction. With the bidirectional-flux-modulation effect, increased equivalent permeance of the air gap is
constructed to enhance the machine torque production. Meanwhile, with the shorted-pitched distributed
winding design, the electrical gear ratio of machine is increased to realize boosted torque production, and a
variety of back-EMF harmonics are eliminated, thus the torque ripple is reduced. In this paper, the machine
operation principle is analyzed based on a simple magnetomotive force-permeance analytical model. The
torque components and back EMF harmonics are deduced by winding factor analysis. It is revealed that in
the proposed machine, the excitation fields with pole pairs of 2, 22 and 46 have generated the effective backEMF and constant torque and their contribution percentages are 77%, 20% and 3% respectively. Rotor-PM
and stator-PM contribute 59% and 41% of the torque respectively. With the 5/6 short-pitch design, the 3rd ,
5th and 7th back-EMF harmonics are reduced by 55%, 88% and 88% respectively and the THD of back-EMF
is reduced 56.8%. A prototype is fabricated and tested for experimental verification.
INDEX TERMS Bidirectional-flux modulation, permanent magnet, short pitch.
I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of integrated-circuit and artificial
intelligence, robotic technology grows rapidly in recent
years [1], [2]. As the key actuator, electric machines play
a crucial role in operation of the robotic system. Different
from the conventional applications, robotic systems usually
operate at extremely low speed and with high torque density.
Nowadays, most of the robotic systems apply the relative
high speed machines together with the large-scale mechanical
reducers, such as the RV and harmonic reducers to increase
torque production [3], [4]. However, the mechanical reducers
would increase the volume and weight of the system, satisfy
the system efficiency and reduce the reliability of system. It is
desirable to find high-torque-density direct-drive machines to
improve the efficiency and reliability.
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Currently, fractional-slot concentrate-winding permanent
magnet (PM) synchronous machines are invested for directdrive propulsion. These machines may be designed with
more pole pairs than distributed-winding PMSMs with the
same slot number, as their slot per pole per phase q is
less than 1 [5]. However, for conventional fractional slot
concentrate-winding machine, the number of slots is usually
designed as approximately twice of the PM pole pairs [6].
Within the fixed outer diameters, with the increasing of the
slot number, the slot filling factor will be reduced consequently, since the insulating materials and the slot wedges
take up increased proportion of slot area. The reduced slot
filling factor thus affects the torque density, which is undesired for robotic system.
Fortunately, flux modulation machines (FMMs), can
decouple the relationship of the winding and PM pole pairs,
and with the modulation of stator teeth, the pole pair number
of stator winding could be designed very low and hence
reducing the slot number and improving the slot filling factor.
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Flux modulation machine operates on the principle that a
small displacement of the rotor will produces a large displacement of the axes of the maximum and minimum permeance,
which is stated as gear effect [7]. Sometimes FMMs are also
named as magnetic geared machine and Vernier machine.
Basically, FMMs could be divided into two categories, the electric excitation FMMs and PM excited
FMMs. Flux-modulation reluctance machine and DC excitation flux-modulation machine belong to electric excitation FMMs [7]–[11]. In flux-modulation reluctance machine,
the winding generates both excitation and armature fields,
and the variation of the permeance is used to produce
effective reluctance torque [7], [8]. In DC excitation fluxmodulation machines, the excitation field is modulated to
couple with the armature field to generate torque [10], [11].
PM excited FMMs can usually divided as Rotor-PM FMMs,
Stator-PM FMMs. Rotor-PM flux-modulation machine is
firstly studied in [12]. It is interesting to see that Rotor-PM
FMMs have the similar machine structure with the conventional PMSMs, except the combination of the winding and
PM poles. Compared with PMSMs, rotor-PM FMMs have
increased torque performance [13]–[18]. Stator-PM Vernier
machines have robust rotor structure with PMs in stator, so the
heat dissipation could be improved, which are very suitable
to be designed as linear motor due to the cost of the no-PM
long track could be reduced significantly [19]–[21]. Dual-PM
excited FMMs is a new class of FMMs [22]–[26]. FMMs with
closed-slot or split-teeth structure are developed [24], [25].
However, some important essential issues the effect of the
parallel magnetic path and the torque/back-EMF percentages
contributed by the excitation field harmonics of such machine
have not been fully revealed in these literatures.
In this paper, one novel dual-PM FMMs with bidirectional
flux modulation and short-pitched distributed windings and
parallel magnetic path is investigated. The operation principle
is introduced and the prototype is tested. The advantages of
the parallel magnetic path, distributed windings and shortpitched coils are discussed in paper.

FIGURE 1. Topology of the proposed dual-PM FMM.

FIGURE 2. Winding distribution of the proposed dual-PM FMM.

FIGURE 3. Key dimensions of the machine of the proposed machine.

II. MACHINE CONFIGURATION
A. MACHINE STRUCTURE

Fig. 1 shows the topology of the proposed machine, which
has 24 slots, 22 rotor pole pairs and 2 winding pole pairs. The
reason to use a 24-stator-slot and 22-rotor-pole-pair design is
based on the considerations of high magnetic gearing ratio as
well as zero unbalanced magnetic pull. The PMs installed in
the stator/rotor slot openings are magnetized with the same
radially outward direction. Fig. 2 shows the short-pitched
distributed windings, in which the 5/6 short-pitched coils is
artificially applied to eliminate 3rd, 5th and 7th back-EMF
harmonics to reduce torque ripple. The effectiveness of this
design will be explained in section III.
B. DESIGN PARAMETERS

Fig. 3 illustrates the key dimensions of the proposed machine.
To obtain the maximum torque, the key dimensions such as
VOLUME 7, 2019

W-SPM, H-SPM, W-RPM and H-RPM shown in Fig. 3 are
optimized by using the genetic algorithm. The optimized
dimensions and some key design parameters are given
in Table 1 and 2.
III. OPERATION PRINCIPLE AND ELELCTROMAGNETIC
PERFORMANCE
A. OPERATION PRINCIPLE
1) FLUX BIDIRECTIONAL MODULATION AND FIELD
COMPONENTS ANALYSIS

This proposed dual-PM FMM can be regarded as an integration of one rotor-PM FMM and one stator-PM FMM with a
symmetrical flux modulation. The rotor-PM machine has the
rotor with 22 teeth and 22 pieces of PMs and the stator with
24-slot 2-pole-pair windings, as shown in Fig. 4. The stator136677
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TABLE 1. Key dimensions of the proposed dual-PM FMMs.

TABLE 2. Key design parameters of the proposed dual-PM excited vernier
machine.

PM machine has the same rotor design except removed PMs
and the same stator with 24 pieces of PM installed in the slot
openings, as shown in Fig. 5. The excitation fields produced
by the rotor-PM or the stator-PM have the same pole pairs and
the same rotational velocity and the magnetic path is parallel
with each other, so the bidirectional flux modulation effect
due to the parallel magnetic path with these two machines
can be combined together. Therefore, figuring out the characteristics of the excitation field components produced by rotor
PMs and stator PMs is the key to reveal the working principle
of this proposed machine.
Fig. 4 shows the simulation results of the rotor-PM excitation fields, in which Fig. 4(a) shows the field distribution and
Fig. 4(b) gives the waveform of the radial magnetic intensity
along air-gap. To figure out the pole pairs of the excitation
fields, the FFT analysis of the radial magnetic intensity is
conducted and shown in Fig. 4(c).
Ignoring the harmonics with the amplitude of less than
0.1 T, it is found that rotor-PM excitation fields have the
components with the order of 22nd , 66th , 110th , 154th , 2nd
and 46th harmonics. Since the fundamental harmonic of the
FFT analysis is along the circumference of the air-gap, the
harmonic orders here represent the pole pairs of the excitation
field components. The velocities of these field components
are also figured out.
According to the magnetic field modulation theory,
the pole pair PER and the rotational velocity of the excitation
field components ωER are expressed as.


PER = | uPPMR + vNS |




uPPMR
vNS
ω =
ωm +
ωNs
ER
uPPMR + vNS
uPPMR + vNS
(1)





u = 1, 3, 5...v = 0, ±1, ±2..
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FIGURE 4. Rotor-PM excitation field. (a) Field distribution. (b) Radial
magnetic intensity along air-gap. (c) FFT analysis of the rotor-PM
excitation field intensity.

TABLE 3. Pole pairs, intensity, and velocity of the rotor-PM excitation
field.

where PPMR is the pole pair number of rotor-PM, NS is the
stator teeth number, ωm is the mechanical rotational velocity
of rotor and ωNS is the rotational velocity of the stator teeth.
With the data in Fig. 4(c), the pole pair, magnetic intensity
and velocity of the field components can be figured out,
which are listed in Table 3. The magnetic intensity and velocity determine the back-EMF generating capability simultaneously, so the velocity of the fields should be found. It is found
that the velocity of the field with 2 pole pairs is −11 times
of ωm , the fields with 22, 66, 110, 154 pole pairs have same
velocity with ωm and the velocity of field with 46 pole pairs
is 11/23 of ωm .
VOLUME 7, 2019
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TABLE 4. Pole pairs, intensity, and velocity of the stator-PM excitation
field.

FIGURE 5. Stator-PM excitation field. (a) Field distribution. (b) Radial
magnetic intensity along air-gap. (c) FFT analysis of the rotor-PM
excitation field intensity.

The stator-PM generated fields are also analyzed in the
similar way. Fig. 5(a) shows the field distribution, Fig. 5(b)
presents the waveform of the radial magnetic intensity along
air-gap and Fig. 5(c) shows the corresponding FFT analysis
of the waveform. Ignoring the harmonics with amplitude of
less than 0.1 T, it is observed that the main components in
stator-PM generated fields have the pole pair number of 2,
24 and 46. By using field modulation theory, the pole pair PES
and velocity ωES of the fields produced by stator-PM can be
expressed as:


PES = | mPPMS + nNR |




nNR
mPPMS
ω =
ωPM +
ωm ,
ES
mPPMS + nNR
mPPMS + nNR
(2)





m = 1, 3, 5...n = 0, ±1, ±2...
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where PPMS is the pole pair number of stator-PMs, NR is the
rotor teeth and ωPM is the velocity of the stator-PMs. Noticeably, the PMs here are stationary and modulators are the rotor
teeth, while in (1), the PMs are rotary and modulators are the
stator teeth.
Similarly, combining with the data in Fig. 5(c), the pole
pair number, magnetic intensity and velocities of the statorPM excitation fields can be figured out. The corresponding
data are listed in Table 4.
It is found that for the stator-PM excitation fields, the
component with 2 pole pairs also has the velocity of −11ωm
and the component with 46 pole pairs with 11/23ωm , exactly
the same with the situation in the rotor-PM machine. Since
the dominant field components produced by the rotor-PM
and stator-PM have the same pole pair and the same velocity,
it is reasonable to integrate these two machines together to
intensify the field to increase the effective torque. This reveals
the basic working principle of the proposed dual-PM PMM.
The final excitation field produced by both stator-PM and
rotor-PM has also been analyzed and presented to verify the
previous analysis. Fig. 6(a) presents the field distribution of
the dual-PM excitation field, Fig. 6(b) gives the waveform of
radial magnetic intensity along air-gap and Fig. 6(c) shows
the FFT analysis of the dual-PM excitation filed intensity.
Similarly, ignoring the harmonics with amplitude of less
than 0.1 T, there are mainly seven components of the dual-PM
excitation fields. Based on the above analysis, it is known that
the 2nd and 46th order harmonics are produced by both rotor
PMs and stator PMs, the 24th order harmonic is produced by
stator PMs and the 22nd , 66th , 110th , 154th order harmonics
are produced by rotor PMs. It is found that 2nd harmonic has
the maximum product of magnetic intensity and velocity, so it
will be the dominant effective excitation field component.
The field distributions produced by dual-PM at different
rotor positions are presented in Fig. 7 to further explain the
working principle. It is observed that there is the field with
2 pole pairs in the stator area. From Fig. 7(a) to Fig. 7(d),
the rotor moves 12.27◦ degrees while the d-axis of the rotor
moves −135◦ degrees. The velocity of the field with 2 pole
pairs is −11 times of rotor speed ωm , which verified the
theory analysis.
It is found that in this dual-PM excited Vernier machine, the
excitation field has much more harmonics. While, it is known
that in conventional PMSMs, the high order harmonics would
cause back-EMF distortion and torque ripple. So the influences to back-EMF of FMM should be figured out in the
dual-PM FMM.
136679
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FIGURE 7. Excitation flux distribution of the proposed dual-PM FMM with
rotor at different mechanical positions. (a) 0◦ . (b) 4.09◦ . (c) 8.18 ◦ .
(d) 12.27◦ .
TABLE 5. Coil-pitch factor, winding distribution factor, and winding factor
for main excitation field components.

FIGURE 6. Dual-PM excitation field. (a) Field distribution. (b) Radial
magnetic intensity along air-gap. (c) FFT analysis of the rotor-PM
excitation field intensity.

2) WINDING FACTORS

To analyze the influence of excitation harmonics to the backEMF of the proposed FMM, the winding factors for each
harmonic should be figured out. According to the winding
theory, the pole pitch τ , slot-pitch angle α, slots per pole per
phase q and coil-pitch y1 can be calculated by:

Zs


τ=
=6


2P

W



α = 2πPW = π
ZS
6
(3)

Z

S


q=
=2


2mPW



y1 = 5
where PW is the winding pole pair number.
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The coil-pitch factor kyPE , winding distribution factor kqPE ,
and winding factor kwPE for the field components with PE
pole pairs can be expressed as:

y1 π PE

kyPE = sin(
)



τ 2 PW


PE
sin( qα
2 PW )
(4)
k
=
qP

E
α PE


q
sin(
)

2 PW


kWPE = kyPE kqPE
where PE is the pole pair number of the excitation field
component.
The calculated results of coil-pitch factor, winding distribution factor and winding factor for the main excitation field
components are shown in Table 5.
3) BACK-EMF AND TORQUE

The back-EMF ePE produced by the excitation field component with PE pole pair number can be calculated by:
ePE = lrg NkWPE BE |ωE | sin(PE ωE t)

(5)

where l is the axial length of the machine, rg is the air-gap
radius, N is the conductor number, BE and ωE is the magnetic
VOLUME 7, 2019
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TABLE 6. Amplitude and velocity of the key back-EMF components.

FIGURE 9. Simulation result of the Back-EMF produced by rotor-PM,
stator-PM, and dual-PM vernier.

FIGURE 8. Simulation result of the Back-EMF for short-pitched and
full-pitched coils in dual-PM FMM.

intensity and velocity of this field component. Noticeably, BE
is produced by both of the rotor-PM and stator-PM, which is
the sum of BER and BES .
Taking the data in Table 3, 4 and 5 into (5), the backEMF components caused by the corresponding excitation
field components can be calculated and the results are listed
in Table 6. Using the standard unitary expression, the amplitudes of each back-EMF component AE are written as the
percentage of maximum value.
The back-EMF for Phase A could be expressed by:
eA =

7
X

AE sin(PE ωE t)

(6)

i=1

According to the data in Table 6 and Eq. (6), it is found that
the fundamental harmonic of the back-EMF has the velocity
of 22ωm . The excitation fields with 2, 22 and 46 pole pairs
have a positive contribution to the fundamental harmonic and
they account for 77%, 20% and 3% of the total back-EMF
respectively. The excitation field with 24 pole pairs has no
influence on the back-EMF due to either of the zero winding
factor or the zero rotational velocity. The field components
with 66, 110 and 154 pole pairs produce the 3rd , 5th and 7th
order harmonics of the back-EMF.
By further analysis, it is found that the 3rd , 5th and 7th harmonic account for 3.8%, 0.2% and 0.2% of the fundamental
harmonic one. The THD of the back-EMF waveform is 3.8%.
This is contributed by the short pitched coil design. If the
full pitch winding is used, which means y1 equal 6 in (5),
the 3nd , 5th and 7th harmonics will account 8.5%, 1.7% and
1.7% respectively and the THD will reach 8.8%. This results
can explain why the 5/6 short-pitched winding is used for this
dual-PM excited Vernier machine.
VOLUME 7, 2019

FIGURE 10. Simulation result of the torque of the rotor-PM, stator-PM,
and dual-PM FMM.

The simulation results of back-EMF waveforms for this
machine by using short-pitched coils and full-pitched coils
are presented and compared in Fig. 8 to verify the theoretical
analysis. It is found that for the full-pitch machine, the crest
and trough of the waveform appears flat, which is caused
mainly by the low older odd harmonics, namely the 3rd ,
5th and 7th harmonics, while for the short-pitch machine,
the back-EMF is better sinusoidal waveform.
With the data in Table 3 and 4, the contribution of the
rotor-PM and stator-PM to the final back-EMF could also
be figured out. It is found that rotor-PM and stator-PM contributes 59% and 41% of the final back-EMF, respectively.
Rotor-PM has 18% higher contribution than the stator-PM,
which is mainly caused by the field component with the
22 pole pairs. This component only exists in the rotor-PM
machine but not in the stator-PM machine. To verify the
analysis, the simulations based on finite-element method are
conducted. Fig. 9 shows the phase back-EMF waveforms for
rotor-PM excitation machine, stator-PM excitation machine
and dual-PM excitation machine. It is found that the backEMF amplitudes of rotor-PM excitation, stator-PM excitation
and dual-PM excitation machines are 24 V, 17 V and 41 V
respectively. The rotor-PM and stator-PM contributes 60%
and 40% respectively to the final back-EMF, which agrees
well with theory analysis.
The torque contributed by the rotor-PM, stator-PM and
dual-PM is also analyzed. It is found in Fig. 10 that with only
rotor-PM excitation, the average torque is 12.75 Nm, with
only stator-PM excitation, the average torque is 8.8 Nm and
136681
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FIGURE 11. Armature magnetic field distribution. (a) The proposed
dual-PM FMM. (b) Rotor-PM FMM.

with dual-PM excitation, the average torque is 21.5 Nm. The
rotor-PM and stator-PM contribute about 60% and 40% of the
total torque, which agrees with the theoretical analysis well.
In addition, since the back-EMF waveform in Fig. 10 has
good sinusoidal waveform due to the 5/6 short-pitch winding
design, the torque ripple of the dual-PM FMM is small.
It is observed that the peak-peak value of torque ripple is
only about 0.8 Nm, accounting for only 3.7% of the rated
torque.
It is worth mentioning that the main objective of this
paper is to investigate the influence of PM arrangement as
well as armature winding design on harmonics distribution,
while the influence of machine structure parameters is not
considered [27]–[30] but will be included in future works.

FIGURE 12. Radial armature magnetic field intensity along air-gap of the
proposed dual-PM FMM and rotor-PM FMM.

FIGURE 13. FFT analysis of the armature magnetic field intensity in air
gap for the proposed dual-PM FMM and rotor-PM FMM.

B. PARALLEL MAGNETIC PATH

Parallel magnetic path is the major characteristic of this dualPM FMM. Due to the parallel magnetic path, the average
permeability of the magnetic path is significantly improved.
Consequently, under the same MMF, the proposed machine
could get stronger field in the air-gap, so the torque could be
improved.
To demonstrate the armature field strengthening effect of
the parallel magnetic path characteristic, the armature magnetic field of the proposed dual-PM FMM and the conventional rotor-PM Vernier machine are simulated and compared
in Fig. 11, where the material of PMs is assigned as vacuum to remove the influence of excitation MMF. The rotorPM Vernier machine has 22 pole pairs of PM in rotor and
2 pole pairs of windings. The key dimensions for these two
machines remain the same.
It is observed that for the dual-PM FMM, the armature field
goes through stator teeth, air-gap and rotor-teeth to form the
loop, without passing the PMs, while for the conventional
rotor-PM FMM, the armature filed has to pass the PMs to
form the loop. Since the permeability of the PMs is as small
as vacuum, so under same MMF, the air-gap flux density of
dual-PM FMM could be much stronger than conventional
rotor-PM FMM.
Fig. 12 shows the simulation results of the armature
magnetic field intensity along air gap for the proposed
136682

FIGURE 14. Simulation results of torque for the proposed dual-PM
excited Vernier machine and rotor-PM Vernier machine.

dual-PM FMM and the conventional rotor-PM FMM, and
Fig. 13 presents the FFT analysis of the waveforms.
It is observed that under the same MMF, for the dominant
effective harmonic component with the pole pair number of 2,
the amplitude for dual-PM and conventional FMM is 0.76 T
and 0.24 T respectively. The parallel magnetic path generates
much stronger field intensity under same MMF. From the
other perspective, the half-closed slot structure for rotor and
stator in the proposed machine actually increases the average
permeance of the air-gap, which is equivalent to reduce the
air-gap. Consequently, the magnetic intensity and the torque
of the proposed machine could be improved.
To verify the advantage of the proposed dual-PM FMM
over conventional rotor-PM FMM, Fig. 14 gives the simulation results of the torque for them. It is found that the
average torque for the proposed machine and conventional
machine is 21.5 Nm and 11.5 Nm respectively. The torque
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 15. Cogging torque of the machine.

FIGURE 17. Measured three-phase back-EMF waveforms.

FIGURE 18. FFT analysis of one phase back-EMF waveform.

FIGURE 16. The prototype and testing bed. (a) Stator. (b) Rotor.
(c) Appearance of the prototype. (d) Testing system.
FIGURE 19. Measured phase current and torque waveforms.

density for the proposed machine is about 1.87 times of the
conventional FMM. It is well known that in PM machine
the slots/pole combination plays the main role in deciding
the cogging torque amplitude [26]. The increasing frequency
of the cogging torque could effectively reduce the amplitude of cogging torque oscillation. The it is desired to get a
slot/pole combination with the higher least common multiple.
Therefore, we select 24/22 slot/pole design to reduce the
cogging torque. As shown in Fig. 15, the cogging torque of
the proposed machine is very small.

FIGURE 20. Torque ability test.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

To verify the performance of the dual-PM FMM, the prototype has been built and tested. The data in terms of backEMF, torque and efficiency have been tested. Fig. 16 gives the
pictures of the stator, rotor, prototype appearance and testing
system. The steel lamination material is B50A470-A and PM
material is NdFeB-N38EH. One aluminum shell with fins is
used to package stator and rotor.
Fig. 17 shows the no-load back-EMF waveforms when
the prototype operates at rated 200 rpm. It is seen that the
measured back-EMF has good sinusoidal waveform. To find
out the THD of the waveform, the FFT analysis is conducted
VOLUME 7, 2019

based on the measured data and the result is shown in Fig. 18.
It is seen that the 3rd harmonic has the amplitude of 1.5 V,
accounting 3.6 % of the fundamental harmonic. The 5th
and 7th harmonics have the neglectable influence contributed
by the short-pitch design. The total THD for the measured back-EMF is about 3.6%, which agrees well with the
analysis.
Fig. 19 shows the driving current and measured torque. The
current is a sinusoidal waveform with 10 A amplitude and the
measured torque is about 21.5 Nm. The average torque value
agrees well with simulation analysis. Fig. 20 shows the tested
136683
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FIGURE 21. Measured efficiency under rated speed.

torque ability. It can be seen the tested result also agree with
simulation result, and the maximum torque can reach 31 Nm
approximately. Fig. 21 gives the measured efficiency under
various torque and rated speed. It is seen that the average
efficiency is about 90% in total torque range.
V. CONCLUSION

Aiming for direct robotic applications, a dual-PM FMM with
shorted-pitched winding is investigated in this paper. It is
shown that for the proposed machine, the excitation fields
with pole pairs of 2, 22 and 46 have generated the effective
back-EMF and constant torque and their contribution percentages are 77%, 20% and 3% respectively. Rotor-PM and
stator-PM contribute 59% and 41% of the torque respectively.
With the 5/6 short-pitch design, the 3rd , 5th and 7th back-EMF
harmonics are reduced by 55%, 88% and 88% respectively
and the THD of back-EMF is reduced 56.8%. Compared with
the conventional FMM, the torque of the proposed one is
improved by 87% with dual-PM and parallel magnetic path
design. This machine has great potential in robotic applications due to its torque density, low-speed characteristic and
high efficiency.
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